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Magnetic field accuracy and Correction Coils in Wendelstein 7-X
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The super-conducting magnet system of Wendelstein 7-X consists of five identical field
periods (modules). Magnetic field errors arise if the modules are not exactly identical. Even
small deviations in the coil shapes of the same type or misalignments of coils or modules
break the periodicity of the system and cause error field components which can be resonant
in lowest order to the rotational transform, which is 1 in the standard configuration. Such
field perturbations lead to additional islands and cause asymmetric thermal loads on the
divertor targets.
At the end of April this year, 40 oft he 50 non planar coils are 40 and all planar coil winding
packages were manufactured. Their shapes show systematic deviations to the nominal
geometry and statistical deviations from the mean filament geometry of all investigated
winding packs of the same type. Only the statistical deviations generate error field
components with periodicity other than five, the systematic deviations only add negligible
field components.  Assuming that the remaining winding packs show statistical deviations in
the same range, the dominant Fourier components of the error fields  ∆B11/B00  and ∆B22/B00

would contribute 0.59_10-4 and 0.62_10-4, respectively, to the field errors.
Geometrical errors during assembly of the magnet system result from misalignments of
single coils, distortions during welding of the lateral support elements and from
misalignments of half-modules and modules. Numerical analyses have shown that statistical
extrapolations of inaccuracies occurring during all assembly steps result in an average
deviation of each coil of 3.5mm and in Fourier components ∆B11/B00  and ∆B22/B00 of about
3_10-4 and 1.5_10-4, respectively. Comparing the different figures it is evident that assembly
errors contribute significantly more than manufacturing errors of individual coils.
At the final assembly step of the magnet system an individual adjustment of all five modules
within a sphere of 5mm radius is possible by applying shims between the module sectors of
the coil support structure. This correction measure is able to reduce error field components
due to geometrical deviations known at that time. Additional compensation of field errors
could be achieved by extra coils. In W7-X, there will be 10 control coils installed, foreseen
to optimise the boundary magnetic configuration, but which may also be used for error field
compensation. However, their capability in respect to the B11 Fourier component is too low,
only 0.4mT can be generated. From this point of view an additional set of correction coils is
required. To find an appropriate solution for correction coils some alternatives were
investigated: normal conducting coils inside the plasma vessel and outside the cryostat vessel
as well as super-conducting helical windings inside the cryostat. The coils close to the
plasma and the helical windings have the advantage that the required currents are smaller
compared with those needed outside the cryostat vessel. However the technical realisation
and the accessibility is easier in the case of outer coils. For the generation of B11 and small
B22 components it is sufficient to have five correction coils (one per field period) on the outer
vessel. Using five coils, each should have a current capability of 100kA-turns.


